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Telltale Games Android 2.3.3 - Version: 1.37 $0 Minecraft: Story Mode (MOD, Unlocked) - an adventure game based on the legendary sandbox Minecraft, while the creators of Minecraft: Story Mode have created a storyline out of virtually nothing. And so, you have to choose one of the available heroes to go on a dangerous journey and try to find the stolen
Order of the Stone, while it is worth noting that the whole game is divided into episodes and we have only the first part, the storyline in turn is built on a non-linear principle and each action will affect the further development of events. Visually, the game is designed in the style of a famous progenitor. Minecraft Story Mode - an amazing adventure of colorful
characters in the unusual world of Minecraft, filled with mysterious secrets and unexplored territories from the private company Telltale. Players will have to immerse themselves in a magical pixel-cube world full of magic and a variety of characters to save all the inhabitants from the frightening giant monster. Video game is an interesting story that will be
appreciated not only by fans of gamers, thanks to a fascinating story that has dynamic interactive moments and good mood. Its beginning is: several comrades, vigorously preparing for the tournament for a unique construction. From the first minutes of the game gamer will have to be more active - to help friends in the choice of buildings and try to surprise
everyone with their buildings. However, as they say, every good story has its bad consequences, for this reason the main character will have to miss an important competition, immediately going to save his pet pig. From the point of view of gameplay, the developers are very pleased: the story is gradually replaced by a variety of dialogues with the possibility
of selecting a large number of scenes, where you need a sharp slide to Dodge, personally build buildings will not work, you can only help other characters in the construction of buildings and craft. The creators were able to prove that even high graphic effects, combining excellent bright lighting and special atmospheric music, will not be able to create an
extraordinary deep immersion effect. Despite the pixel graphics, all the characters are very believable acting, pastel their cubes, the animation is quite smooth, there is even the presence of pseudonyms. Minecraft: Story Mode is a completely different game than Minecraft itself. Minecraft itself is a very creative action adventure game, while the story version
of the AVG game, the difference between the two, is not enough for an outsider either. However, it inherits the Minecraft style and a significant number of its elements. For Minecraft players, it's still worth a try. Let's look at the details of assessing Minecraft's history mode. The story of the background is the same as many tales: Once upon a time, there was an
evil dragon, four warriors banded together to overcome difficulties and finally defeated him to become a legend. Jesse and his comrades admire the legendary warriors and look forward to someday this glory. But these are ordinary people living in an ordinary city. The hardest thing they can do right now is just work as a team for a city construction
competition. Content construction competition is a group of four people using different boxes to build the best that is possible. The content of the game sounds simple, but they probably don't do it well either. Compared to other participating teams, Jesse's team looks very unreliable because they're not a group of 4 people, but a 3 plus pig. Unsurprisingly, the
construction contest ended in the failure of Jesse's team, but they were so intrigued by the plot that the story unfolded. The atmosphere in the first chapter is very interesting in general, thanks to a lot of interesting bridges. One of the things that impresses me most is the issue of chicks and zombies. Mawei little girl is very serious, how to ask others to ask
such a question: One hundred chickens are so big zombies and ten zombies so big chickens, do you prefer which one as an opponent? One of them called satellite Lu Kas also gave a very interesting answer: Of course, ready ten zombies are so big chickens because I'm hungry now. Like other Telltale games, there are many places in the game that require
players to make a choice. Some key options will influence the direction of the plot. For example, when there are conflicts between partners, who to choose to help, when two friends are in danger of choosing who to save, there are different ways of choosing where to go. At the same time, there are some unimportant but very interesting options for this book.
For example, at the beginning of the game to participate in an architectural competition, let the player choose the name of the team. This choice does not affect the development of the plot, but the title of this play will still be used in later adventures. I was free to choose a name that sounds interesting to Piggy League, and didn't expect that after the game,
Jesse and her little friends formed an adventurous squad to still call themselves the Piggy League. Whenever they say something serious: Of course, no problem, we pig league! And they always make me laugh. The most interesting part of the story in the first chapter is the Boss setting. In Minecraft, Dying is a destructive boss, and if you don't get it ready, it's
very likely to spike instantly. It is curious, however, that this creature can be made using the sand of the soul and the skull itself. The first chapter of Minecraft: Story Mode is based on finding skulls, and finally discovered that the cruel villain really uses the sand of the soul and skull to create the dying. When with a witha tightening The thriving city blinked in the
blink of an eye, and some of Jesse's friends were also missing in confusion. The story of the first chapter also ended here. Remarkably, the first chapter of Minecraft: Story Mode is only about 90 minutes. It also makes it like a portrait of characters in the weak. Maui little girl Olivia and green stupid big Axel as the beginning of the two partners should be more
important role, but in the first chapter they have very few scenes, the image is not even as stark as the little pig. At the end of the first chapter they did not agree, but I did not know who I should support - no one left me a deep impression. Minecraft: Story Mode is basically the same as other interactive Telltale movies. Most of the time players only need to look
at the screen to see the plot, sometimes start making choices, action scenes and then watching. The game offers a lot of scenes to control the free exploration of the main character, some scenes are also very sexy. For example, in the dark alone looking for a pig, you can shout the name of a pig in search of clues. However, it is important to note that there
are too few parts to explore completely by the player, often a minute or two. You could say that the first chapter of the puzzle element was simple to the point of dosing. The game has a search for a secret entrance to the puzzle, according to the usual ideas of the puzzle game, we must first look for clues, and then conduct a comprehensive analysis, and
finally manipulate somehow a certain body. However, the reality is: you only need to talk to one of the little friends and then the story is automatically with the puzzle. Some pretty Minecraft features have been incorporated into this game. For example, many subjects must use their own material in jiugongge synthesis, battle scenes in the amount of blood also
used to represent the player. However, these settings are just to match the style of the game, and did not significantly affect the gameplay. Synthetic objects simply need a plot, the material is provided directly from the site. Fighting blood does not require too much attention, because after each fight the blood will automatically return to full. The first chapter of
Minecraft: Story Mode basically kept the Storytale story normal. Interesting bridges, cartoon images and simple story logic make the game an everyday product. However, because the process is too short, the shape of some key figures seems very weak. Almost no difficulty and puzzle content can also disappoint players who would like to challenge. At first,
things are complicated, but I hope that these problems can be improved in later chapters. Minecraft Story Mode : Minecraft: History sandbox mode Video game Menkraft l' một tập phim li'n tục v' nhấp v'o video phi'u lưu đồ họa dựa tren Windows, OS X, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, PlayStation Vita, the first episode in the world to be released in October Wii:
USA, Xbox 360, Xbox One, Android and iOS, a month or two after each episode. The game was developed by Titular Games in collaboration with original developer Moning Moaning. Walking TelTel accesses its titles in apisodik format, Dead Wolf tried to save his world by defeating Warstorm, below as the owner and story of Game of Thrones revolves
around a new character named Jesse, Mag, Men or Women, because below and his colleagues. Episode 4: Obstacle Band and Point of Complexity are now available for download in the mantrap world, which is a lifetime progress. The location of the main power story - Apizodika in this five-room series is named after the main character-male or woman
Jesse, and is Dutch, and begins a new venture in a dangerous adventure to Ovrward. You and your friends respect the mythical order of stone: Warrior, Redstone Engineer, Griffin and Architect; Whatever your dragon fighter and hope to meet your friend Endrock Gabriel warrior, you know that something is wrong ... something terrible. Panic is spreading, and
if you want to keep power in the world, you must stop looking for stone orders. In collaboration with Mojang Developer, Mojang, the award-winning adventure game that created the Powerhouse Retail Games Model is characterized by the voices of Mi Billy Oswalt, Brian Selon, Ashley Johnson, Scott Porter, Martha Plimpton, Dave Fengo, Corey Feldman,
West and Paul Vine. They are made for the entire history of decisions before you: what they tell people (and how to say it) and the thrilling moments of action they want, it will make your story Minimal points: GPU: Adreno 300 series, Mali T600 series, PowerVR SGX 544 or Tegra 4 processor: Dual core 1.2 GHz memory: 1GB - - - - - This game works on the
following devices, but users may experience problems with the display of the following devices, but users may experience problems with the display of 1.2 GHz memory: 1GB - - - - This game works on the following devices, but users may experience problems with displaying 1.2 GHz memory: 1GB - - - - This game works on the following devices, but users
may experience problems with the display of 1.2 GHz memory: 1GB - - - - - This game works on the following devices, but users may experience problems with the display of 1.2 GHz memory: 1GB - - - - This game works on the following devices, but users may experience problems with the display of 1.2 GHz memory: 1GB - - - - This game works on the
following devices, but users may experience problems with display : Galaxy S2 - Adreno Galaxy S3 Mini Unsused Device: b'gt; Galaxy Tab 3 - Droid Razor Display of text content more content minecraft story mode mod apk data download. download minecraft story mode season 2 mod apk data
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